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ABSTRACT
The novella Mute Llama and the short story "The 
Keeper of Dogs" "both deal with the role that the 
imagination plays in the articulation of reality through 
symbols. At its core, this is an issue which involves 
the very essence of the creation of fictive worlds. In 
both pieces, the protagonist is engaged in a second- 
person, internal soliloquy as he is confronted with the 
startling fluidity of the "real" world of objects. When 
the objective world is encountered by an active imagina­
tion, as it is hy each of us every day, the result is a 
reality that is created, rather than simply observed.
The protagonist of each of these pieces comes to this 
realization and discovers that it produces hoth 
existential despair and self-empowerment. In the end, 
this paradox is central to the understanding of post­
modernist art.
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The Keeper of Dogs
You are the keeper of dogs. This winter has "been 
arranged.
You moved into this small cabin ten days ago and 
since then you have been thinking about dimensions. The 
dogs are the reason you came. They are your respons­
ibility. The dogs are your justification, the reason you 
are here. But they have slipped your mind.
The first days you were diligent. You chopped the 
salmon into chunks and tossed them to the dogs. Then you 
took the same axe to the pond and chopped through the ice 
and dipped buckets into the hole. You heated the water 
on the coa’l stove in the cabin and took the water to the 
dogs. This you did twice every day those first days.
Coming to the cabin seemed like a good thing to do.
You felt you would be able to escape the mundane. There
is no electricity in this cabin and no water so you must
fill lamps and chop ice. There are no distractions here.
You are in this high valley, and the snow is thick in
these mountains. The nearest peak is thirty miles away
but you have come to think of it as your mother. The air
is thin and the wind whips a fantail of snow into the sky
1
2north of the peak every day. This is a place in your 
life you thought -would do you good.
The dogs never occurred to you to he anything other 
than an occupation. Twelve dogs. But they have become 
more.
* * *
The arrangement is that you will stay in the cabin 
December and January while the owners travel. You will 
take care of the dogs and get some writing done. The 
dogs will he your only responsibility. They will be the 
only creatures dependent upon you, the only things con­
cerned with your movement.
The dogs are chained to stakes equal distances 
apart; the distances just great enough that no two dogs 
can touch. They have accepted this. Within each circle, 
circles described by the length of the chains, is a box 
just hig enough to hold one dog. The box contains a bit 
of straw. Twelve boxes, twelve circles, twelve dogs.
The snow between each circle is tramped by your feet 
from delivering salmon and warm water. The snow within 
each circle is smooth and slick with patches of glazed 
yellow ice.
3When you move between them with your "bucket of warm 
water steaming and a load of salmon, the dogs look at 
you. They "bark and jump at their chains, "breathing ice 
into the morning air and they laugh at you between looks 
of jealousy. The dogs stay outside at night when it is 
fifty below. You return inside to the stove and the 
table.
* * *
You inventory the cabin and find that nothing in it 
is yours.
The cabin is square. There is one large window 
facing north. Under the window is a table. There are two 
straight backed chairs at the table; one is pulled out 
and turned slightly so that the back is to the window.
One end of the cabin is the kitchen. Shelves and 
hanging pans. A sink that empties into a bucket. There 
is a propane stove but there is no propane. You didn't 
bring any, and now there is no way to get back to the 
town. So you rely on the coal stove against the back 
wall for cooking and heating.
The opposite end of the cabin is where the bed is, 
covered by a thick, gray, down quilt. The bed is attach­
4ed to the -wall. The outside edge of the Toed is hung from 
ropes secured to the cabin wall at the ceiling. There 
are shelves against this wall with books. Behind a 
curtain, made from a thin plaid bedspread which cuts off 
one corner of the cabin, is storage for clothing.
There are four oil lamps with tall glass chimneys 
and delicate mantles. There is another chair, in the 
corner nearest the curtained closet, covered in worn 
corduroy. There are many books. There are two rifles on 
pegs above the window, one a Remington 30.06 and the 
other a .22. There are many other things.
The cabin is surrounded by spruce.
The valley is four thousand feet above sea level.
The mountains rise to the north and to the south.
The front door of the cabin opens to the north.
The front door of the cabin opens to the dogs.
There are twelve dogs. Each dog has a box and a 
circle, iced and yellow. Twelve boxes. Twelve yellow 
circles. You must shovel the shit away every other day 
or so.
* * *
You sit at the table at the typewriter and try to
5pound out a letter on the keys but it is manual and your 
fingers aren't strong enough. The typewriter defeats you 
and you move i-t onto the other chair at the table and 
stare at it. On one of the shelves you find a glass box. 
Its edges are framed by polished brass wire. You put the 
box on the table where the typewriter was. You stare at 
it.
* **
This morning the dogs are nervous. They are quiet 
and jump at their chains without barking. You move from 
dog to dog with the bucket and you grow curious. You 
finish with the dogs and while they are clacking teeth 
against frozen salmon you walk into the spruce. The snow 
is deep beyond the frozen circles and you sink up to your 
thighs. You don't know what you are looking for.
ihe spruce are scrub. None of the trees grows 
taller than twenty feet in this valley; the valley is too 
high and too cold. Now they are laden with snow and the 
branches hang prone, some of them cracked and breaking. 
There are six fresh inches of snow that fell two days 
before, when the temperature climbed to 18. Below this 
the snow is firm and dry. You step through the soft snow
6and then break through the crust and are suddenly up to 
your thighs. The dogs begin to bark loudly so you move
back to the cabin.
Inside you pull down the 30.06 and check to see that 
it is oiled and clean. You put a box of shells in the 
large pocket of your parka.
On the steps in front of the cabin you lace on snow 
shoes. You move away from the cabin, south, away from 
the dogs. You find large tracks left in the deep new 
snow.
The air has grown cold since the snow of days before 
and there is less light than when you first came to the 
valley and the cabin. The hair above your lip freezes 
and turns white from your breath. The fine hairs on your 
cheeks freeze and turn white with frost. You listen for 
your breath against your parka.
You follow the tracks and they seem to circle widely 
around the cabin. The dogs begin to bark, back through 
the spruce, at you. You follow the tracks and they angle 
away from the cabin and you come out at the pond. There 
the tracks begin to cross, but hesitate and turn to the 
north. You come to the hole you chopped open for water 
and there is a fresh inch of ice sealing it. The tracks 
circle the hole. With the tip of your snowshoe you tap 
the ice that covers the hole but no cracks appear.
7* **
You are thinking of the shapes you saw moving in the 
water "beneath the ice. They came up toward the hole and 
seemed to he floating or suspended. You think of the 
flannel shirt you found once in an autumn river, the 
water there almost frozen too. It caught your eye, 
moving slowly hack and forth like seaweed, inches "below 
the surface. The shapes you saw looked like that, 
drifting past the hole, at first like a piece of flannel. 
But then the shape came closer and you thought you saw a 
face, one side covered by cloth or weeds, the eye open 
and staring whitely up through the ice. There were 
hubbies frozen in the ice, suspended. The water is q_uite 
clear under the ice; the silt settles in the winter. You 
know this from the buckets you dip in the mornings.
Still the face disturbs you.
You think of your child, wonder who it could have 
been. The thought comes to you like an air bubble 
through oil. You find it there, the thought, and it 
doesn't startle you. It isn't shame you feel. The child 
is a girl, perhaps, and you think you know her. She is 
nameless. You reach out to stroke her hair hut she moves 
away. You look across the room and dark smoke curls up
from the chimney of a lamp and you move to turn the wick 
down.
When you return to the chair, the thought is gone.
* * *
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You sit longer in the morning. You are fasting.
You drink tea and watch the artifacts of the cabin move 
through the air. Only the books on the table and the 
heavy typewriter in the chair opposite you remain still. 
You know that nothing is moving in the room, but you let 
the fantasia continue for a while longer until it bores 
you.
You look out the window and watch the remnants of 
the aurora. The fantail of the mountain is now in color 
but it moves off quickly, a liquid. The light moves 
across the surface of the window like quicksilver across 
a tiled floor. Beading, attracted to nothing but itself 
from one end of the sky to another.
You will fast another day and then you may eat some 
bread. You remember the dogs.
* * *
9The dogs are howling. Their chains dance. You move 
quickly to pull on your parka and are glad that it has 
happened in the afternoon when there is some dim light, 
filtered through a broad flat angle of sky and thin air. 
The 30.06 is leaning against the door frame. You pick it 
up and load it and open the door.
The dogs have settled some but they still bark and 
leap; now that you appear on the snow their frenzy begins 
again. One dog is gone. You lace on the snowshoes, 
amazed at the steadiness of your fingers.
It is cold and already your eyelashes are frosted, 
wanting to freeze closed. You move quickly to the empty 
circle and broken chain and then follow the blood into 
the spruce. The tracks are plain and the blood where it 
is spattered across the trail still steams faintly. You 
follow the bear deeper into the spruce, surprised it has 
moved this far off with its kill.
You hear it at the edge of the pond and leave its 
trail. You cross to the downwind side of the animal, 
coming out on the pond only thirty yards from where it 
has gutted the dog.
The snow around the hole in the ice is stained and 
steams. Dots of red spread in streaks like the light of 
the aurora. The bear stands over the dog. It looks at
you.
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You aim the rifle. You think of the shape in the 
water, the flannel and the face, now below the bear's 
paws under the ice. The bear begins toward you, moving 
its head from side to side and lifting it into the air 
searching for your scent. It turns away from you and 
begins to cross the ice. You follow it with your eyes 
and the rifle. It stops and looks back over its 
shoulder. It rises onto its hind legs and you imagine 
pulling the trigger. You keep imagining pulling the 
trigger as it moves off into the spruce on the other side 
of the pond. You watch the opposite side of the pond 
with the rifle until your eyelashes are stiff and you can 
no longer remember why you are looking this way.
The dog is mangled and its back legs are attached to 
the rest of its body only by a thin layer of muscle and 
intestine. The backbone is severed. The dog's head is 
turned crazily, the neck broken when the bear took it 
like bait and pulled, snapping the chain fastened to the 
dog's collar. It looks at you with wild opaque eyes, 
like the eyes under the ice, like the eyes of a child.
You return to the dead and stiff dog later with a 
large piece of canvas and a whole salmon and the bticket 
with warm water. You wash the dog's face, removing the 
frozen pink blood from around its nose and its mouth.
You wash the cream fur of its face and smooth the dog's 
ears with warm water.
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You wrap the body in canvas and carry it across the 
ice. The opposite side of the pond is a full mile from 
the cabin. There you leave the dog in the snow, still 
wrapped in canvas, tuck the salmon in with it.
At the ice covered hole you study the spattered and 
frozen blood and look for the shape underneath.
* * . *
The mountain across the valley to the north is your 
mother. Spruce climb her flanks a thousand feet where 
the slope grows too sheer. A fantail blows out from the 
peak, white in a dim blue sky. In late December the sun 
only lightens the sky for a few hours and never falls 
directly on the valley floor. Ravens wheel through the 
spruce.
* * *
The glass box on the table is an optical illusion. 
You study it and think about dimensions. The illusion 
moves. The brass wire represents the edges of a cube.
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The cube turns itself inside-out and then back again and 
you don't know which side of the cube faces you. Some­
times you see the front first. Then the back. The 
corners become interchangeable.
It occurs to you that the box has lost a dimension. 
The box flattens in fluidity. The wire is a line.
You trace the line to its origin. You follow the 
line around the cube and the square. The line disappears 
in a point. You go into the point where there are no 
dimensions.
You find your child here. Her eyes are the dog's. 
Her face suggests no emotion. It is serene in 
complacency, revealing nothing of the regret you 
expected. You reach to touch her face but she turns from 
you.
She faces you again but the features of her face are 
liquid and flow from you. You search her eyes but they 
hide nothing. You say to her that you would have liked 
for things to be different, but this is a silent 
dimension.
* * <
There is a large wooden box next to the stove. You
fill it with coal, enough to last many days and start to 
use it sparingly. You eat bread and drink tea. You face 
the stove, watching the coal burning intensely red through 
the small door. You face the wall to avoid looking at 
the optical illusion. It has become real; you imagine it 
taunts you. It spins wildly, dancing through the 
dimensions. You feel the heat of its vitality against 
the back of your neck.
The sun is all but gone. It lightens the fantail of 
the peak for a few minutes each day. Morning is like 
evening and some days you forget which you woke to and 
which.you slept to. For a week you have been planning to 
fast again, but you are afraid.
* * *
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The cabin shrinks to a fluid point. The aurora 
borealis is inside the cabin walls. Emitted from the 
lamp's chimney, the colors stream around the room, 
chasing themselves from end to end like the phosphor­
escence of a wave spreading across sand and then retreat­
ing under the next which is infinitely different in its 
configuration and intensity.
The walls collapse in black, black which absorbs
14
light, is all color in the absence of color- Effortless­
ly there is no life that isn't illusion, no dimension 
that isn't false. A dimensionless realm, a single point, 
blind and fluid, void of color and of sound and of tex­
ture as if sensory deprivation began with no sense. A 
point, a void. Geometry without shape. Poetry without 
sound. A child, a dog, a mountain, and a hole in ice 
under which a world breathes.
* * *
Your hypothesis is that there are no dimensions. It 
is all here in notes. The notion of dimensionality, of 
multiplicity of dimensions, of layers of reality, is 
faulty. You start with a cube— the top of the table.
The edge is hard and sharp and draws blood. There are 
three dimensions. You move along the line.
The surface of the table is flat and smooth. Like a 
piece of paper, it has two dimensions. The edge of the 
paper, when pulled across your finger, draws blood. This 
edge is a line. The line is a brass wire. The wire has 
only one dimension as a line. The end of the wire is a 
point.
The point begins to suck you down below the surface.
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There is no representation for the point hut in three 
dimensions.
Your dreams are about dimensions. Lines moving in 
synchronization across planes which turn inside corners 
of the room and close you in. Lost to watch the lines in 
fluid movement, you and your child sit naked, back to 
back, looking up to the corners where the ceiling meets 
the wall and watching the lines plod around these 
surfaces. The clashing of dimensions is where the 
universe begins but in you there are no dimensions. You 
and your child are alone. You and your child sit naked 
in the middle of the floor and watch the lines. You are 
the bubble rising through oil, but the curving plane 
between the elements, air and liquid, is cracking. Lines 
form there like the cracks in the ice that covers the 
hole. In the hole floats red flannel, the face of the 
child, the child who sits against your back and whose 
face you cannot see. You have seen it in the water, but 
its eyes are those of the dog's, twisted. The bubble 
shrinks around you there on the floor naked, and cracks 
form and the space vanishes to a point that is you and 
the child alone.
* * *
You have forgotten the dogs. The winter solstice 
was many days ago; the mountain grows lighter. The cabin 
is cold.
You unfold your legs and urge the blood back into 
them. You put coal into the stove and light it and watch 
as the flames fill the belly of the stove. You warm your 
hands in front of the small door. You can see your 
breath freezing.
You stand and move to the window. In front of it,
standing naked, you see first the reflection of yourself.- 
Your long hair hangs in strands. The veins in your arms 
stand out. Your stomach is flat. The walls behind you 
are reflected. The shelves with books. A map. A 
lantern mounted across from the door. The optical 
illusion sits innate on the table.
Now you look through the window and realize how the 
world has changed. You have forgotten the dogs. There
were twelve dogs. Now there are more. To the pond and
across it. Circles of yellow ice and stakes and chains
and boxes. And each with a dog. Thousands of dogs.
Each sits in its circle. Tens of thousands of dogs.
Each chained to a stake. There are no spruce. The 
valley is a plane of dogs. The snow is packed and 
yellowed and frozen and circled. The dogs dot the 
valley. They have replaced the spruce. They are like a 
flock come to rest and to wait for you; they wait for you
] 6
to come out with your bucket of water and salmon, 
stare at you; you in the window naked.
They
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Mute Llama
When the mind is like a hall in which thought is 
like a voice speaking, the voice is always that of 
someone else.
—  Wallace Stevens 
"The Adagia"
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IYou wait in this high ceilinged office, a faint 
light filtering in through the mottled glass of the 
window above the door which you have left open, an 
invitation. But in the few weeks since you came to this 
city— what were the reasons again, anonymity? museums?—  
and in the nights you have sat here watching the alley 
below, nothing has declared itself, no one has come 
through the door. You stare out the window at the alley 
with its steam and brick and it seems, because the bricks 
are cracked and the mortar loosening, it seems that there 
was a time when love was a destination and the people who 
cross in front of the mouth of this alley have left you 
behind.
Most of the time you keep the door closed, a habit 
carried over from childhood when there were crickets in 
your closets and mice in your walls and you believed an 
open door a dangerous negligence. But tonight you have 
left the door open.
And if someone were to come to the door, stand
silhouetted, you keep the lamp in the office turned off
at night just to produce such an effect— the light from
19
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the hallway creating a silhouette framed loy the 
doorway— the light coming in from the hall, if someone 
were to come to the door, you want to ask why when you 
offer your sight you lose your voice?
And you turn away from the empty doorway to the 
window. When the last pigeon drops from the ledge above 
your window and you watch it land awkwardly on the oily 
pavement five stories below, the city seems spread out at 
your feet but your entrance to it is this narrow alley, 
and you know that you'll choose to stay here another 
night, not go out to the head of the alley, not cross the 
street to the cafe on the other side, not walk along past 
decorated windows and street musicians, not walk past the 
squares with their neatly trimmed junipers or wander into 
the park with its tulip trees.
There was a time when you could walk the streets 
here up from the bay and through Chinatown and across to 
the park and to the ocean without ever knowing where you 
had been. You didn't remember the names for streets 
then, could never say if the Avenues ran north and south, 
or east and west, or if it was Mission that ran from one
side of the city to the other.
You have listened to the street musicians and have 
bought flowers but you can't remember giving the flowers 
away. It might seem natural to find them piled up here 
in your office on the day bed or in the corner, a heap
21
filling the room with the sticky odor of roses. But the 
office is colder than that, the hare hardwood floors more 
likely to he coated with dust than hy decaying leaves.
You’ve "been in the streets, hut you’ve never found 
the Museum of Natural History, have never heen through 
the park to peer through the fences.
You haven’t fallen in love. But even if you came to 
this city to find love’s stability— that would he some­
thing, love's stability— even if you came to this city to 
find love's stability and even if repeating it could make 
it more real, you would still be left with the same past,
the same words.
You would have known the same men growing up and you 
would still be wondering. But if you were to climb the 
stairs like the limbs of a tree? You have walked the 
streets like fencelines, pigeons like blackbirds. Saying 
it out loud might make it less so. love's stability.
Outside it begins to rain. It’s a slow rain that 
brings out umbrellas but does not prevent people from 
walking past the head of your alley. The window becomes 
streaked with rain; the lights from the street become
broken and refracted.
Prom your office you can look up the alley'to its 
mouth where it opens onto a street— you have forgotten 
the name— and you can see across the street to the cafe 
where people sit at small tables in the window as if they
were on display. Through the rain mottled glass you 
watch a couple pass the mouth of the alley. He reaches 
for her arm as she begins to step into the street. A 
large car raises a mist.
She slips her hand into his— she would say thanks or 
just look at him and laugh— and then they cross the 
street. She opens the door to the cafe and they go in.
You think again about the crazy stability of love— a 
phrase that loses itself somewhere behind your eyes.
You look at your hands. And again you look out the 
window, craning your neck to try to catch a glimpse of 
the sky between the buildings. A pigeon drops from the 
ledge above the window, descends to the alley below. A 
light rain is falling still. You must have been looking 
at your fingers, the lines across the backs of your 
knuckles, because nothing has changed— the words are the 
same— and the window is speckled, the rain splinters the 
light that seems to flash across the pane.
You turn on the small floor lamp. The light, 
directed toward the ceiling by a dark gray shade, is now 
reflected in the window. You no longer can see the 
pigeons or the alley— the window becomes a mirror.
There never was much in this office. A massive 
desk. Oak filing cabinet. One wall of shelves across 
the room from the window. It is in this wall that the 
doorway is cut, a frame of yellow light from the hallway,
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the window above the door a milky light. There is a 
large manual typewriter which you have never used. It 
sits on a small wooden table. Pulled out at an angle 
from the table is a stiff straight backed chair, and then 
another chair with maroon upholstery. The floor lamp 
stands in the corner, to the side of the desk, near the 
window.
Watching your own reflection now, you hear someone's 
footsteps in the hallway. You can hear her laughter, see 
her pulling her hair back from her face, smell the rich 
coffee of her breath. You give her everything— dump 
yourself into a box that she carries as if she were 
moving cheap dishes. You pour yourself into her. She 
reminds you that you have seen the infant's body half 
buried beneath the thick crust of river ice.
You simply hear footsteps in the hallway and they 
sound like a woman's, she comes down quickly on her 
heels. She appears in, the open doorway, silhouetted by 
the brighter light of the hall.
She is surprised to find you here, says she thought 
she had the right floor, isn't this the fourth. And you 
tell her this is the fifth floor. And she says she has 
made a mistake, didn't mean to interrupt. ("I'm sorry.") 
("But I've seen you. You spend a lot of time at the cafe 
across the street."), you say as if that set things 
precisely in time, settled the matter, was an
23
explanat ion.
And she says, only then after an almost nonchalant 
comment on the passage of time, ("Yes. I hate to be so 
predictable though."') And before she leaves you begin to 
explain how amazing it is that you could both arrive 
here and you begin to fill in the time between then and 
now. When she says something like this, you say something 
in response, something about the walks you used to take.
You watch the window, a mirror with the light on 
like this, and you wonder if maybe the reason you no 
longer sleep is because of this expectation, trying to 
think of things to say so that you can be ready. You are 
impatient for something to declare itself, if only to 
replace a dream.
She says something about the rain. It rains here.
It rains in the park. ("I brought coffee. I thought you 
might need it. I mean, you're here all the time. I've 
seen your light. I didn't mean to interrupt. I've just 
been curious.")
And you know that with the mention of fate the next 
months will be touched and colored with desperation while 
you struggle to make each day different from the last.
You speak as if you are sure of the rules the whole world 
follows, as if you had been engaged in the intricate plot 
of a detective novel when she came to your door rather 
than staring into the window that was reflecting the room
24
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back in on itself. You talk as if this office were warm 
and sentimental rather than high-ceilinged and archaic.
In fact it is the room itself that you talk about 
this first time, this first meeting over two cups of 
coffee from across the street, the Mediterranean Cafe.
You tell her you have never been able to go there, afraid 
perhaps of the need to be comfortable and articulate with 
conversations about Alfred Jarry and the women knowing 
how to smoke their cigarettes with an acquired grace, 
letting the smoke drift out of their nostrils and up past 
their already gray eyes. She looks at you, then away, 
then at her hands. She puts the cup of coffee on your 
desk.
Later you will find yourself at a table in the 
cafe's window watching the street and the evening 
traffic, but first you marvel at this person who brings a 
calculated carelessness into your office as if it is an 
offering as innocent as the coffee. You find yourself 
talking about the high ceilings and the long windows, the 
woodwork bare and dark. And the immensity of the desk.
("I bought it when I was still living in the midwest.")
Now it amazes you that you begin to hold your past 
out to her so soon, as if it is a thing that could rest 
in the palm of your hand, a reassuring weight. Her 
interest seems real. She asks questions like they are 
invitations. ("So you didn't come to the west coast for
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the cafe scene?") You imagine emptying the pockets of 
your past into her hands.
The window draws closer and her gaze turns more and 
more often to it, or to the few drops of rain that 
continue to streak it, or to the bird that leaves its 
perch just across the narrow alley and drifts past it on 
stiff wings. ("I’ve thought often about this window, 
what it would be like from this side.")
She says she dreams about a white bird in a small 
room, about yellow moths with red tipped wings.
* * *
The black walnut trees of your youth came to life 
during the violent storms of tormented hot August after­
noons, swinging their heavy boughs like arms, flinging 
small twigs to the ground like broken strands of old and 
brittle hair. These old walnut men who stood guard at 
the corners of your yard caused you to think immortality 
was defined by the stoic resiliency of black walnut, that 
the walnut men were planted by their human equivalents.
The old men of your youth, a migrant worker you knew 
simply as the old Chicano, a limp old man who lived alone 
in a garden down the street, the leathery farmers and the
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grandfathers of the neighborhood, all seemed attuned to 
an older magic linked to these flashing, tumultuous 
nights, that in those instants -when the night was both 
obliterated and illuminated by searing flashes of cold 
lightning, when at the same moment the dark sky was 
etched by crackling lines of white, the black walnuts cut 
hard black forked figures against the slashed night. The 
sudden black lines of those trees became a mirror of the 
lightning itself. The lightning a hot metallic white 
against the black sky— the trees a cold black against the 
suddenly white sky. You thought those moments delivered 
magic.
And then in the morning washed thickly again by the 
hot wet air that clung to your arms in a shining film, 
you discovered an entire black walnut fallen, lying as if 
discarded, its shallow roots stretched crazily toward the 
sky, its branches crushed and splintered beneath its 
great slick trunk as if, you thought, it vainly attempted 
to break its own fall. And there, in the thick and 
matted grass now littered by branches snapped off like 
fingers and thin feather shaped leaves already growing 
limp and turning brown in the veins, your magic turned 
dark and destructive. A night capable of wrenching this 
huge black walnut grandfather out of the ground and 
casting it aside, a night capable of this intrusion into 
your ten-year-old days, was a night capable of stealing
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from you everything sweet and real.
*
When you leave the office you dash across the street 
at the head of the alley. You put out your hand to stop 
her from entering the street. A cab passes raising a 
mist. You believe she is unaware of your apprehension—  
the Mediterranean Cafe, like the park, like the other 
corners of the city— as she weaves the conversation 
around you almost protectively, as if she is already 
sealing off the last chamber of the nautilus of your 
lives. She opens the door to the dark cafe.
You come to realize she believes she is offering you 
protection, ("the cafe scene"), where men looking ten 
years younger than you wear their intensity in the cut of 
their hair. You sit near the front, further away from 
the smoke of their cigarettes, and she too turns to look 
out the window at the spattered street or at the streaked 
pane. But she doesn’t seem to notice, or doesn't mind, 
that you look at neither the street nor the rain washing 
down the window but at her reflection there in the glass. 
You think then, before the world changes with a final 
glass click, that you might be able to sleep tonight.
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What can you do but tell her how you found the 
office through a friend at the school who knew it would 
be vacated and you were looking for a place? You liked 
the fact it wasn’t in an academic setting, the building 
was mostly empty. These old brick buildings have nooks 
no one remembers anymore. The fifth floor is perfect, 
granting you the perspective you seek. You turn the 
light off and look down on the alley, imagine that the 
city is spread out beneath you, an order to the streets, 
a route you might- follow to get from here to there, 
places you could walk to.
And she tells you about herself and her patterns, 
how she walks a different way home every afternoon. You 
notice the way she touches her throat as if to bring the 
words out more carefully. She tells you of coming to 
this qafe night after night, listening to flute blues, 
watching the people, or just smelling the richness of the 
room, an active mustiness, while she reads, looks out the 
window.
And she says she noticed the light across the street 
high up in the alley and wondered often about that light 
and that window. She became curious, not about the 
person inside who kept late hours in an isolated alley in 
the heart of the city, no, not about you, but about the 
window itself and the room behind it. It was the shape 
of that light, and the color, that attracted her: a long
obelisk cut into the brick facade of the building, 
glowing, so out of place in an alley across the street 
from the Mediterranean Cafe. She admits she hadn't even 
thought about the person in that room for many days, so 
captivated by the light, the window, the alley.
So when she left the warm smoke of the cafe to find 
that window it seemed natural to simply search out the 
room. She found the hallway and saw the light that 
slipped out from under the door of the office, and was 
going to simply walk in and look out the window back down 
the alley to the cafe and imagine she was watching her­
self sitting at a table in the cafe window. But she was 
stopped by the sudden realization someone must be there.
She went back to the cafe, bought the coffee, then she 
came back and admitted all, apologized. ("I'm sorry, but 
I wanted to see what it is like to be perched up here, 
looking down on the street.")
You say that from up there the streets stretch out 
straight, as if there was some order behind the plan.
But when you are down here, walking along these same 
orderly streets, they don't seem so tame, you seem to 
have less control over your own feet. ("How many times 
have I set out to go to the wharf, or to the Museum of 
Modern Art, or the park? I never have made it there. I 
always end up somewhere else.")
You go to the back to get another cup of coffee.
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While you're pouring it you notice that the man at the 
nearest table has hair combed across his forehead like a 
wing and that the woman he sits with is reading an 
article out loud and that the man is only feigning 
interest.
With a cup in each hand, you look back at her and 
see that she is still looking out the window, at the 
alley, and you wonder if she is disappointed with what 
she has found.
When you reach the table again she taps the window 
with her finger and looks back at you, smiles, and you 
ask her if she is disappointed. ("So. Is the view from 
up there anything like what you expected?")
She takes you to her basement efficiency, where she 
has an old radio shaped like a cathedral window. The 
radio sits on a tall narrow dresser, and she turns it on 
and takes your hand, inviting you to dance. You take off 
your shoes and step onto the bed left unrolled on the 
floor from the night before. Her mornings begin early, 
too early to care about anything but tea and work, she 
tells you. And you dance, your feet sinking into the 
blankets, and you both begin to laugh.
Her apartment has one window that looks out on the 
small strip of grass between her building and the one 
next to it. Standing on her bed, only a few inches above 
the floor, the ground outside is at eye level; the grass
is dry but still green. On the wall behind her there is 
a Degas print and just below it a black and white photo­
graph of a nude facing away from the camera with his 
fingers interlaced and locked behind his head. His torso 
is bent to his right so that his head is nearly level 
with his waist, the muscles of his back standing out like 
thick ropes, those of his calves bunched and tight. The 
curve of his ridged spine suggests a dancer.
You still dance, but more slowly, then drop to your 
knees.
* * *
There was a tree a half mile from your house that 
stood starkly against the horizon. It was part of the
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old fence-line separating two fields. At one time the 
borders between these fields were formed of rocks, large 
chunks of sandstone and heavier granite, speckled white 
and black. The rocks were pulled from the fields and 
piled in rows at the borders, a continual process of 
sifting through the earth.
Then most of these stone fencelines were overgrown 
with heavy prairie grasses, raspberry bushes, wild
mustard and carrot with dusty yellow and lacey white 
flowers, asparagus, wild grapevine that climbed the next 
generation of fence— timbers with thin strands of wire—  
and finally by the chestnut trees.
*  * *
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After that first night you agree you will see each 
other again, but make no plans, as if you could simply 
pull the strings, hoping chance meetings will preserve 
the mystery and you are struck by the thought that you 
are creating your own La Maga chapter, that this is the 
fantasy of sophisticates, that you will turn the corner 
and she will be there buying a scarf from a small 
crippled man in a flowered shirt at a card table just off 
the curb, that a thread can be traced back to her at any 
time and in any place.
You see her on a corner off a square only blocks 
away from the cafe and your office. You are standing 
with a small crowd listening to a street band blowing 
jazz, the wail of the saxaphone echoing from building to 
building, the night very warm. She walks up to you and 
confesses she followed you, watched you leave the alley 
beneath your office and walk past the window of the cafe
where she was drinking coffee.
And you laugh, her having learned in the couple of 
weeks since that night in the Mediterranean Cafe, the 
story of your childhood of hoping for things and then 
being sure that by wishing for something to happen a 
certain way the actual was changed forever against you.
That by wanting to one day see the cicada emerge from its 
shell with its wings still crumpled, and by imagining how 
this event would unfold for you, you created the reality 
of finding the brown ghostlike husks of the insects 
attached to the trunk of a tree, the wall of a shed, a 
blade of wheat grass, their backs split from the rupture 
of metamorphosis, the miracle at least hours old.
Every time you allowed yourself the secret surge of 
imagining the way a thing would happen you were assured 
that it would happen some other way. And you knew that 
you were cursed with the ability to change your own 
history, yet you still found yourself imagining the small 
events of your future.
But in her, for a time, this cycle seems to be 
broken. ("I believe I imagined you.") She saw you, 
followed you, knew you would stop to listen to the music 
on this' street corner, and she planned what she would 
say. It is times like these, on the street, her hand on 
your elbow, a small crowd around you, that you aren't 
sure.
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* * *
You walked wild hedgerows, dragging sticks through 
the dry deep furrows at the edge of the fields in summer, 
tying knots in the tough stringy stalks of Queen Ann's 
lace, poking around in rabbit burrows or pheasants' 
nests, wiping dusty yellow pollen off your bare arms.
The heavy grass grew as high as your chest* Behind your 
house a delapidated fenceline ran for miles between the 
fields. A lone chestnut tree stood out against the sky.
* * *
When you tell her these things she is attracted by 
your midwestern soul, as if the clay from those fields, 
where you crumbled wet dark soil in your hands looking 
for arrowheads, is still under your fingernails, still 
blackens your palms. You know there is nothing you can 
tell her of your past that will surprise her: the sleet 
of November; the frozen river of February.
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* * *
You climbed into the branches of the chestnut as if 
into the secret chamber of a sentinel tower. You felt it 
sway under the weight of the wall of wind crossing the 
midwestern plains for miles virtually unruffled by woods 
or buildings until it hit your tree and caused a shudder 
to rise from its roots. Prom this perch you watched the 
thunderstorms of summer approach— always from the 
southwest, always in the late afternoon.
During the sweltering afternoons, when the air stuck 
to your skin and made you feel as if you lived at the 
bottom of a fishbowl, huge thunderheads welled up miles 
into the blazing white sky. The western horizon turned 
to layers of blue, then purple, and then black. You felt 
the earth trembling from the approaching storm the same 
way you felt a freight coming by gripping the rail. This 
movement could be sensed all the better from the top of a 
tree as if you were poised at the tip of a natural ampli­
fier.
Lightning split the air and remained fixed in your 
eyes, etched into the black quarter of the western sky. 
You believed this tree belonged to you and no one before 
watched thunderstorms come from here, felt the first
heavy drops of rain, or heard the groan of the living 
wood as it began to bend away from and then into the 
growing wind. This was more than your private place.
This was how you defined your world, the lines of 
furrowed rows stretching and converging into the storm, 
the seeded heads of broadleaf grasses bending and 
springing back under the pounding of the heavy warm rain. 
Prom the branches of this isolate chestnut you grew to 
expect the events of the world might pass under you, 
leaving you unchanged.
The rain ran in a stream down your neck and between 
your shoulder blades; the branches became slick and 
black; the lightning crackled.
* * *
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Sometime in the next weeks, after the cafe, after 
you come to believe in her, after you sleep with her, are 
lost to her, you begin to walk the streets as if to 
recapture some lost thing, some old pattern of your own. 
The first time you follow a man and woman for uncounted 
blocks before you even realize what you are doing. It is 
as if her faith, her sense of fate, has penetrated you 
and you quickly turn away, trying to escape not so much
from the couple who still have not noticed you following 
along hehind, but from your own weakness, your succumbing 
to the possibility that these strangers are delivering 
you to a time and place you are not yet sure you want to 
be.
You duck into an alcove, the doorway of a Christian 
Science reading room, prepare to laugh at yourself. But 
you are not alone there, in fact you stumble over the 
body of a man in a dark suit smeared with grease and torn 
from pleat to collar. He sleeps on his stomach, his 
right leg curled toward his waist, his arms stretched 
above his head. His trousers are down to his knees. A 
small stream of urine trickles from his crotch past your 
feet and into the sidewalk where a few evening strollers 
begin stepping over or around it, not concerned with its 
source or even by its inexorable course to the street.
You return to the room and you sit on an old
straight-backed chair you found together, the first thing
you bought for each other, you played mutual purchases, 
making presents to yourselves as if to flirt with 
permanence, and you sit in this chair watching her sleep,
her hand hanging over the side of the bed, her fingers 
twitching slightly, occasionally, as if she is playing an 
instrument at the start of her dream.
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You go to your office to retrieve a few things. She 
picks up a glass box where you empty your change, mostly 
pennies. You offer her your life ("Let's say I could 
give it to you. Let's say I was a street musician.") 
through the small details of the nights you spend with 
her, the way you watch her sleep, the minute tremors of 
her body. She touches your shoulder as she moves behind 
the desk and around to the shelves, pulling down a book, 
reading the notes you scrawled in the margins.
You wonder when this has happened, or if it is yet 
to happen. And why not? You think, why not, why 
couldn't it happen this way? You have her ask, Would 
anyone believe this? She takes a book from the shelf and 
turns toward you as if she were gesturing to the book, 
the room, the both of you, all of it. ("Would anyone 
believe this?") She draws a box in the air.
* * *
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You thought about how the world of a cricket was a 
hole in the ground and that when a cricket somehow 
climbed to your bedroom, in the cuff of your pants, or in 
a shirt retrieved from the rain, it was like traveling a
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thousand miles to a foreign country. You thought it 
magic that at night, after such a journey, a cricket 
could still sing from the corner of your closet. What­
ever a chirp meant in the language of the cricket world, 
the cricket thought it meant the same thing in your 
"bedroom.
Your bed was in a corner of the room where the walls 
adjoined the attic and the mice scrabbled between the 
slats behind the paneling and old plaster just inches, it 
seemed, above your head. You traced their scurrying 
inside your walls with your ears as the scratching of 
their tiny clawed feet traced lines up to the ceiling, 
across to the foot of your bed, down to the floor, under 
the floorboards beneath your bed, and up again behind 
you, this nocturnal random mouse adventure a miniscule 
replica of the paths you followed between fields or 
around the town. You listened carefully, trying to de­
code some mouse language from the tiny tickings and 
scratchings inside your walls.
It was a mile from your house to the farm where the 
migrant shanties huddled in a timid row. You slowly 
lifted flat stones from the bottom of the ditches, waited 
for the gray silt to settle out of the green water, and 
then snatched up crawdads that tried to skittle away 
backwards with flicks of their lobster tails. You 
dropped these into old coffee cans, collecting two or
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three dozen crawdads between your house and the Chicano 
shanties.
The old man had buckets of rainwater lined up at the 
edge of the back step and he gave you a penny for each 
one he picked out from your can and dropped into his 
buckets, your childhood becoming a string of penny 
endeavors. He sorted the larger ones into smaller 
buckets and rotated them from one bucket to another every 
day, gradually allowing them to flush from their systems 
the poisons of excrement and the chemicals of fertilizers 
that filtered into the ditches through orange clay tiles 
and rusted iron pipes. These larger crawdads he cleaned 
for eating. The smaller ones he threw into large buckets 
where they piled on top of each other often eight inches 
deep.
The first time you met him he found you poking a 
stick into the slimy buckets, green with moss on their 
sides. You had, been following the ditch, slogging 
through the silty mud, listening to the trickle of water 
that ran into the ditch from rusted drainage pipes. You 
had been turning over flat stones, watching for broken 
beer bottles, catching crawdads.
When you looked up you found you had come to the 
migrants' shanties and you climbed up out of the ditch, 
looked around to see if all the people were in the 
fields. You walked to the back of the nearest shanty,
the one on the end, closest to the railroad tracks, and 
found the moss covered buckets. You picked up a long 
straight branch and poked it into the slimy green water, 
never imagining the buckets were alive just like your own 
coffee can. Then the old man came around the corner of 
the whitewashed shack.
He wore overalls with no shirt, one strap off his 
shoulder and slung, somehow, down under one leg and 
coming up from his crotch. He didn't say a word to your 
startled frozen glance, but you knew to throw the stick 
aside. He came over to you and his buckets, leaned a 
huge hand on your small shoulder, the callouses on each 
finger as thick as the pads on a dog's paw, the back a 
color like rust, the nails cracked and yellowed, and 
opening a mostly toothless smile he sunk his other arm 
into the bucket up to his elbow. When he pulled it out 
his hand was alive and clicking with the crawdads that 
had attached themselves to his fingers with their sharp 
little pincers.
Your respect for him was instant and permanent. You 
often dared yourself to let the tiny creatures, babies no 
bigger than your own thumbnail, bite your small fingers 
or the flesh between your thumb and palm, the minute 
sting from their tiny claws delicious. This man allowed 
the great three inch grandaddies to attach themselves to 
his hand by the dozen. He gave you the option of
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bringing him a coffee can full of crawdads three times a 
week all summer or of taking off your pants and sitting 
in his largest bucket. He had three awkward teeth across 
the front of his lower jaw and two hanging crookedly from 
above, all yellowed from the cigarettes he rolled 
unevenly. You were afraid to look closer to see if he 
had any molars left at all.
You brought him crawdads and he surprised you at 
first with the pennies, and then he began telling you 
stories about the country here and his country at home. 
You never knew exactly where he was from, but he talked 
of his childhood in Mexico and later of the growing 
seasons he followed as they spread north from Texas and 
Louisiana, through the hills, onto the midwest plains.
You could tell the migrants who were from Texas 
apart from those originally from Mexico. Many drove vans 
and station wagons with Texas plates and wore checkered 
shirts and cowboy boots. Their kids went to summer 
school. But the few who came from Mexico, following the 
picking as it ripened northward, seemed more mysterious, 
older in their ways because you caught fewer words of 
English sprinkled into the Spanish. With the Texas 
migrants, Spanish was mostly an accent picked up from 
grandparents.
There were few farms left that had shanties still 
standing, but this farm was an exception in many ways.
There were few outbuildings, no dilapidated horse barn, 
no loft, no pigs. The farm just across the street from 
you had these things, was older. But this farm had only 
one building beside the house, a new corrugated steel 
structure with enormous hanging doors opened by pulling 
on heavy chains. The house was also newer and brick, not 
the old wood beams and wood siding like your house and 
most of the others in town. It occurred to you even then 
that this farm was an odd combination of the old and new.
Most migrants stayed in the town ten miles away in 
small motel rooms or with other Chicano families who 
settled permanently in town, finding jobs in the canning 
plant or for the city or the county highway department.
It was not usual any longer for migrants to stay on the 
farms they worked; with newer machinery the jobs didn't 
last that long and the rows of shanties were unsightly 
and unsanitary; most of these northern farms were 
attempting a steel and brick sophistication to hide the 
much deeper rooted prejudices. This farm, with its 
modern, clean brick house and its shiny steel barn seemed 
to be aiming for a newer, almost corporate affluence.
But side by side with this aspiration was the shabby 
row of shacks with their white paint chipped and peeling 
and their loosely shingled roofs. Each was only one room 
with cots and one outlet for a hot plate or a radio, two 
outhouses for all eight families. You wanted to ask if it
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was better this way for people like this old man with his 
crawdads, or if it was a throwback to a time better left 
behind?
But you forgot about these questions every time you 
saw this man whose salt and pepper hair was cropped close 
to his reddened scalp, whose lines were etched deeply 
into the rusty leather of his face. This man was not one 
to ask questions of. Information was to be gleaned from 
him the way green tomatoes were gleaned from the fields.
You waited for the stories to drop from between his teeth 
like the fruit between the wires of the sorting machine.
The darkness of this, your actual Mexican, as you 
came to think of him with a child's possessiveness, was 
more than skin deep. He spoke in broken English.
Spanish poured fluidly from his lips, but English words 
seemed to catch against the ragged edges of his broken 
teeth. The language he used became a magic formula, a 
melding of two worlds, a set of different truths and 
different possibilities laid side by side like linguistic 
artifacts, like the cigarette papers and tobacco he 
placed on a crate next to a pocket watch that had stopped 
running at two thirty-seven, years before. He allowed 
you to believe he could shovel shadows into the night (he 
told you he did this) to pile up a deeper darkness, just 
as he could scoop handfuls of crawdads and drop them 
squirming into a bucket of fresher rain water.
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It was when he talked like this, about the strange 
way a woman's eyes close from the top down, whereas a 
man's open from the bottom up and the fact that small 
yellow birds deliver dreams from heaven clutched in their 
beaks so they cannot sing, and that there was a woman in 
his village who was a whore when she was young and got in 
the habit then of keeping her windows closed so the loud 
moans and grunting like animals would not disturb the 
sleep of others, and later as an old woman still kept her 
windows closed and then was inviting a different crazi­
ness into her bed by this barring of the small yellow 
birds with dreams in their beaks, when he talked like 
this you caught his words in your rusted coffee can and 
carried them home as if they were precious as jewels.
* * *
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Now she presents you with the entrance to a shop she 
has named Serendipity. The windows are crowded: buttons 
from past presidential campaigns; wooden buddhas with 
carefully orchestrated splits up their sides, as if they 
had ruptured one after the other from fits of jovial 
laughter; silk kimonos; piles of old black rimmed sun­
glasses; toshi vases with milky cracked glazes. Inside
you Tooth try on hats and leather jackets, cowboy boots of 
snakeskin. She drapes string after string of costume 
pearls around her neck, and you notice for the first of 
many times the way she pulls her hair loose and flings it 
away from the back of her neck.
You feel you must say something, relate the world to 
some real thing. ("I have been thinking of myself lately 
as a bit of the puppet.") You let your arms go limp, 
hang from the points of your shoulders, you wobble from 
side to side, begin to let your knees buckle. She 
catches you under your loose arms, hauls you back to your 
feet.
("Sometimes when you say these things I can't tell 
if you're serious or not. Why do you suppose I call this 
place Serendipity?")
When she asks you this you think you might tell her 
the walks you take replace your nights, your dreaming, 
and in their random occurance, you have no plan, you 
aren't heading anywhere, you don't think; they become the 
discordant sounds of your own ideas of sanity— the way a 
person's footsteps, the tapping of their heels, sounds to 
you like an inevitable order, as if every stranger you 
follow through the city knows exactly where to go, how to 
get there; the way a street musician's music is 
momentarily drowned beneath the squeal from the breaks of 
a city bus.
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You think you might tell her about the walks you 
take, how there is no actual random occurrence in them. 
You don't know where you are going, or even where you 
have "been, but you have come to equate the movement, any 
movement, with phrases like love's stability. •
But you tell her instead about other sounds, and it 
is as if you begin the separation she predicted when she 
asked about your dreams and you told her you had stopped 
dreaming. ("Tonight it's the blare of a horn and a 
woman's laugh. Last night a soft rain and the tether 
pinging against a flag pole. Tomorrow night the cry of a 
child and your own sigh.") Some nights the music of the 
city is literal; an orchestra of street musicians. ("But 
that isn't an answer.") A reggae beat vibrates the dark 
glass windows of a crowded bar, Haitian steam seems to 
pour into the street from under the heavy wooden door.
She looks at you as if to ask if you are capable of an 
answer, and then if you are going inside. You shake your 
head no. ("OK. No, I have never understood where you 
find the names for things. I've always thought 
serendipity was just another word for fate.")
Together you come to the corner of a dark square and 
you believe you might be able to show her the dreams of 
your night, but you are never sure if she is asleep with 
you on these joint walks through the city.
At the corner is a monument with its testimony to
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the orphaned children of the war, the slick marble stone 
wet from the rain and dark so the names can not easily be 
read. Leaning a stool against a wrought iron fence, 
spikey in its defiance of people seeking a place to sleep 
in the bushes of the garden it protects, a solitary 
cellist cradles his dark instrument, like a lover, his 
thin and bony wrists slipping almost seductively in and 
out of the sleeves of his worn pea-green suit. No one 
stops to listen. You wonder at the slick damp wood of 
the man's cello, the light from a street lamp reflected 
there on its oaken belly.
The cellist's face is damp and his head bows under 
the weight of playing, a brooding echo of sound like fog, 
a slow vibrato. His arms move as if he is sculpting the 
cello as he plays, hewing the music from the wood. His 
eyes are closed against the cold of the night and the 
empty sidewalk, and he doesn't see you move closer to 
look at his hands, his fingers thin and delicate. The 
hand with which he chords walks along the neck of the 
cello like a spider, his fingers like the delicate legs.
Back in the apartment you both say you don't know 
how long you stood there watching him, but you wonder if 
his eyes were closed against his own pain or against the 
possibility of having an audience for it. ("Do you know 
you moved in with me a month ago? We've been together 
for almost two months now.") ("It doesn't seem that
long.")
You move across the room thinking that by 
straightening a picture you can rescue the night. ("It 
doesn't, does it.") Water to heat. ■ ("So. Tell me.") A 
sweater to hang from a wooden hook on the wall. ("At 
first I was just late. Now I'm just pregnant.") The bed 
to roll out onto the floor.
She is silent as if she too has run out of the names 
for things, as if you have taken different routes back to 
her apartment, and as if in one night you have grown old 
together. She pours a cup of tea. She pulls a strand of 
hair from across her eye. She pulls her sleeves longer 
at her wrists. She looks at the backs of her hands.
She says she is cold and her voice changes to the 
thin timbre of an old woman, and you realize she knows 
you better than you can ever know her. The lines that 
will form in her face will come from more nights on the 
streets, more books read, more laughter in the Medi­
terranean, the Iron Horse on Montgomery, the Penny 
Farthing on Sutter. She knows this city. While you grow 
younger to resume your dreaming, she grows older to 
resume her living. Outside, it continues to rain.
It could continue to rain, yes, just that.
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II
There is one lamp, she wants the same things you 
want, the small room serves you both as bedroom, living 
room, and kitchen. She wakes up early, moves about the 
room, slowly growing accustomed to the dim light, looks 
out the high window at the wet grass and the small side­
walk that runs between the two buildings, watches the 
street-lamp, checks for rain.
She heats water on the small gas stove, warming her 
hands over the blue flames, bending down to stroke her 
thighs with warm palms. She pulls the long t-shirt over 
her head, lays it casually over the back of the chair, 
places her hands on the back-of your neck as you sit with 
your legs crossed. There is a way about her that always 
is the same. She says something about cutting your hair. 
As she drops the tea bag into a small pan of slowly 
boiling water she begins to tell you her dreams of the 
night before.
You sense that it isn't you, it could be anyone, or
even a cat or a dog, the chair or the streetlamp. She
would talk through her night of dreams even if you were
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not there. It is an understanding you came to when you 
tried to suggest to her the cause of this or the event of 
the day that was represented by that. She pretended you 
might be right, what you said was possible, but she is 
the one to think of herself as forever alone. By walking 
through her dreams with you in the morning she saves them 
to relive later.
She dreams about a small room with no doors, and 
apparently no windows, where a white bird flies in 
circles, going around and around but never touching its 
wings to the walls, never colliding with the objects that 
float in the room and which even she cannot make out.
The bird continues to circle while she goes on to dream 
other things, other places. It is a recurring element of 
her night, this bird that seems to be searching for an 
escape, not desperately, as she tells you, but patiently.
And she senses that while she dreams about the 
people she encountered as a young girl, about the cities 
where she spent summers, Montreal when she was fourteen, 
Madrid when she was fifteen, about the dances she 
learned, while she dreams of losing her way while driving 
through unfamiliar city streets, across plains with no 
'lights and no landmarks she recognized, while she dreams 
about glass houses where her parents lived, house after 
house after house exactly the same and her parents inside 
repeated over and over again, and always sitting in the
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same chairs, always saying the same things, her father 
saying he has forgotten and her mother saying that she 
cannot remember and she never knowing what it is that 
they are searching for, while she dreams that she is a 
girl at the center of a set of monkey bars on the play­
ground yard and that looking at the sky from inside the 
crossed bars is to be inside a kaleidoscope and that the 
world is turned into a myriad of broken images, fractured 
colors, the sky coming alive as she rocks her head from 
side to side, while she dreams that she has lifted the 
moon into place, that she flicks the colored balls across 
the green velvet causing them to make their chalky 
clicks, that she tours the twisting roads of Greece where 
the tires of her bicycle raise a small pillar of orange 
dust, that she plucks lemons from a miniature tree and 
eats them whole like small yellow beads, while she dreams 
that the ice of a wide river is breaking up under new 
intense spring sunlight and that the floes are crashing 
into each other where a low dam stands in their downriver 
sweep and that the noise of their turbulence is deafening 
so that she cannot hear what it is that you are saying to 
her, while she dreams that her feet are luxuriating in 
freshly cut grass, she also dreams that the small white 
bird is flying around the room looking, patiently but 
still looking, for a window through which to fly.
She can only report her dreams to you so you can't
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really know. But as she talks you think that dreams and 
memories are the same and you see her standing on a hot 
sidewalk, lifting first one hare foot, then the other, 
her hair cut short, her arms and face tanned dark, her 
fingers wrapped tightly around pennies, and she steps 
lightly onto the curb, places one foot ahead of the 
other, toe first, balancing— she is a skater— she is on 
her way to buy ice cream— people call her Miss. You can 
be sure she was young, small, like this.
("If I hadn't woken up this morning my day would be 
a continuation of the dreams of last night and I could 
create another world.") You tell her that you haven't 
dreamed for weeks. She comes around the chair to face 
you and tells you that you simply don't remember them.
She goes into the bathroom and turns on the shower where 
she continues talking to you, her voice carrying easily 
over the soft pressure of the water. ("It's not that you 
don't dream. It's that you don't sleep.")
When you came to this city you never intended to 
fall in love, to be discovered. You imagined your days 
would be filled by watching the streetcars, the people on 
the buses, in the subways, through windows of cafes. You 
imagined you would walk the streets smelling salt air 
mingled with baking bread, that you would walk the
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streets learning first the order they must certainly 
imply and then their names so that you might find the 
bridge, the pagoda, the gateway to Chinatown, the sea, 
the park with its giant philodendrons, eucalyptus trees 
shedding strips of orange pungent bark, vast manicured 
pastures with animals that don't really belong here, like 
shellacked museum pieces.
You thought you might rescue your past rather than 
be caught in its web, but the names of the streets elude 
your memory as successfully as the fields of your youth 
crowd it. So you turn instead to the relative safety of 
the office you have rented which has become almost like a 
crystal vacuum. You retreat there as if it were a 
refuge, as if you might find what you are looking for 
just by waiting— that it might come to you.
But instead you watch the pigeons, their heads 
bobbing. These birds are too tired and heavy with the 
filth of the alleys to fly, too weak in the wings to 
forsake the pavement, the ledges, the smooth, flat 
polished and level surfaces of the city. These birds 
that have abandoned the trees.
You create, more than allow, meetings by accident on 
the streets outside your office in the late afternoons. 
When you see her on a corner listening to an old blind 
flutist, you stay back hidden among the people moving 
quickly to the subway or racing to catch buses that slosh
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through the wet streets. You watch her listen to the man 
play, take his elbow when he finishes and say something 
into his ear and they "both smile and he nods his head and 
presses her hand. You walk over to her and she smiles 
and says that he plays so well that she can almost see 
the notes in the air above his head.
You walk together toward her apartment, enjoying the 
rain and the way the rest of the world seems to hurry 
through it while you allow it to trickle down your neck 
and between your shoulder blades, knowing that later you 
will share the sensation, reminding each other of the 
exact moment when the rain water ran under your collar 
and she will tell you what she saw, at that same spot on 
the street: a sign in a window offering free kittens on 
the fifth floor, or a low half window where the display 
for panty hose included a live pair of legs walking back 
and forth in the small cubicle behind the plate glass.
As you walk she tells you of a new restaurant she 
has heard about across town on Union Street or on the 
wharf at Seventh and you have to store the location away 
like a phone number you know you will never use, she will 
have to take you there and even then you will never know 
exactly where you were or have been.
* * *
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Late in the fall, after the last summer that any 
Chicano family would live in the shanties down the road, 
after the old man had left behind his buckets, perhaps 
thinking he would be back for them the next season, which 
he wouldn't, an empty train was pulled along the tracks 
that had laid dormant for years. These tracks were just 
one more set of lines that crossed the county and you had 
heard that they were to be torn up and sold as scrap 
steel; the wild mustard grew up along the right-of-way 
until it flowered above your head. The old Chicano had 
said that a last train would roll along the tracks and 
would sleep here. "Sleep" had been his word. You walked 
along these tracks that fall picking up iron-ore pellets 
and flinging them at the red-winged blackbirds which 
insisted upon their ownership of this raspberry bush or 
this fence post with broken whistles and you watched for 
the last train knowing that it would come because he had 
said it would.
When the first snow fell it came, rolling slowly and 
sounding hollow. Before these tracks were abandoned you 
counted the cars of the freights that whistled past, the 
ore cars heavy and causing the oily ties to sink into the 
gravel bed. You counted one hundred and eight cars once. 
But this train was short and empty, hardly causing the
rails to hum or the ties to creak at all. There were 
twenty-two box and ore-cars and three flat beds in this 
train and one diesel locomotive pushed it into place; men 
separated the cars just widely enough to allow the road 
to cross the tracks at the same spot where your crawdad 
ditch dove under a small concrete bridge. The locomotive 
then pulled away, back north, and the empty cars were 
left behind. To sleep, you thought.
That winter the snow drifted around these hulks 
causing them to look like camels in a procession across 
the dunes of a desert. That winter the train ominously 
marked the line of the western horizon when you climbed 
the starkly bare chestnut tree on the fenceline. That 
winter the snow drifted behind the train until its dunes 
towered like white hills. Walking across the tops of 
these great drifts you could step over the telephone 
wires that were stretched between the thin poles along 
the railroad tracks. You perched on top of one pole as 
if you were a blackbird. The next spring you woke up one 
morning and the train was gone. The old Chicano had 
predicted that there would be three disappearances in 
your life and this was the first.
* * *
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When you get hack to her apartment you strip off wet 
clothes, unlace heavy shoes, pull the sweater over her 
head while she wraps her wet hair in her hands, your 
clothes becoming a pile on the uneven floor of the 
bathroom. You turn on the radio, search for the Latin 
rhythms of a funk station while she folds her hair into a 
towel.
You brush her hair, hold it in your left hand like
you might a mane, let it fall across your wrist.
Rarely at these moments are you thinking about the fields
or star pricked nights of your childhood, but are
wondering about the sleeplessness of your nights and the
way her body twitches with her slowly approaching sleep
when she lies with her back to you ("Your back to me as
it is now, able to smell the day in your hair,") so that
you can feel her thighs pressed against the front of your
thighs, ("feel your thighs against mine, my stomach 
»
pressed against the small of your back, the ridges of 
your spine against my chest, your shoulderblades against 
my shoulders.") her feet between your feet, the ridge of 
her back pressed against your chest, your hand resting on 
her hip, and her body twitching with the small electric 
waves of the oncoming sleep, the slight fluttering of her 
hands. And you say something about love then. ("Some­
times I think I could sleep like this.")
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There was a farm across the street from your house, 
a farm of old out "buildings with peeling red and green 
paint. The farmhouse was massive and old with scrollwork 
in the eaves and the gable. A silo stood at one end of 
the main barn whose crossmembers were huge beams of four 
hundred year-old oak.
Though the farm had ceased to operate on a daily 
basis years before, the hay loft was still kept full and 
the mice scattered by the hundreds when you climbed into 
the rafters and kicked the piles of hay loose from their 
stacks. The floorboards were loose and cracks showed 
through to the lower levels where stalls for cows and the 
great stinking pig corral still were home to great blocks 
of solid salt.
You explored this farm as if it were your personal 
possession, your own museum. The farm house was still 
inhabited by an old couple who seemed to have a natural 
awareness that the outbuildings were once again stirring 
but not with the hooves of milk cows or horses, or by the 
restless grunting of the pigs or the nervous shuffling of 
sheep or the settling of the corn in its bin or the wheat
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in its silo, Tout now Toy your own explorations.
They had grown brittle with age; the fields were 
hired out, the machinery brought in from the bigger 
collectives and co-ops so that the old man's tractor sat 
idle in- the barn like a dinosaur patiently awaiting 
extinction. This old couple then sat in white wrought 
iron chairs every summer evening, his work shoes planted 
firmly in the grass, her delicate blotched hands clasping 
and unclasping the cold iron arms, and you would sit at 
their feet and imagine that their bony fingers, the 
knuckles like burls, the skin paper thin, imagine their 
fingers snapping off if they tapped them too hard.
You would listen to their repeated tales of the road 
when it was dirt, the buggies that whisked by stirring up 
the dust of their youths. But you saw in their milky 
pale eyes the knowledge that their fate was inextricably 
tied to that of their tractor and it was as if the loose 
and weathered skin below their eyes was rusting softly.
You retreated from them but were continually drawn 
to the physical representation of their past— the barn 
and chicken house, the horse barn and milking shed, the 
sheep and pig corrals with low fences and roughly broken 
ground as if the thousand hooves still sank deep into the 
mud during every rain. But the farm was inhabited now 
only by the ghosts of this past, a history rusting, and 
even the old couple who lived in the house seemed a
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relic, and you imagined them as porcelain dolls that 
never slept at night but which, after the evening died 
slowly with the whirr of cicadas, left their white chairs 
on the lawn, went in through the wood framed screen door, 
and sat back up on a narrow shelf with the other curios 
behind the hutch's glass doors, and stared out on the 
world with unblinking glass eyes.
Then they were gone. When they both died, he 
followed her by only a few weeks, you imagined that they 
were packed away in straw and placed in a box in the 
attic. The house was closed and the farm machinery, the 
rusting plows and discs, the harnesses and rigs, the 
sledge hammers and the iron rimmed cart wheels, were 
hauled away on flat bed trucks.
You had one day to wonder about the fate of the 
buildings themselves, the shelter for the ghosts of the 
farm: the barn, the silo, the outbuildings, the house 
itself with its walnut wainscoating, its horse hair rugs 
and its intricately carved banister posts. You imagined 
a new family moving in, a flesh and blood family, and the 
grounds closing to you forever.
But when you walked home from the bus stop that day 
after school you remembered the prediction of the old 
Chicano when you saw the empty lot.
In a single day while you were away at school they 
had come to bulldoze the entire farm into a hole in the
ground. The only evidence left was the tracks of the 
huge machine, the few scraps of wood and wire that served 
as temporal marker to the grave, the mound of raised 
earth nearly half an acre square that was the grave 
itself, and one tall pine tree that had grown in the 
sandy soil of the slight ridge upon which the house 
itself was built and under which the china figurines had 
sat telling stories without seeming to move their lips or 
blink their eyes. The disappearance was as complete as 
if the ground had simply opened and swallowed the farm in 
a long and wavering instant. You said it over to your­
self to force yourself to believe in it— they pushed the 
entire farm into a giant hole they had dug with their 
machines and covered it over with black earth.
The old Chicano had told you that your youth was to 
be losu and that the next time he would see you you would 
be grown, that he would be more nearly blind, that the 
days would become shorter and the nights longer, and that 
the world was clicking together like glass marbles 
colliding.
The old Chicano comes more frequently to the office,
stands in the doorway smoking his wrinkled cigarettes and 
turning the pocket watch over and over in his hand. It 
is as if your roles are now reversed, he comes to you 
bringing morsels of time with tiny clicking claws and you 
tell him stories to fill in the gaps that time once again 
has created.
You wonder why death doesn't agree with the old man 
better, why his teeth are still missing, his nails still 
yellow and cracked. It appears that in death he must 
still work the fields— you had wanted to believe that 
things might change. He looks at you from his shadow and 
you see that death has not even erased the lines on his 
face. You sense that perhaps he never came back to those 
shanties, not because he chose so or because the work was 
in other fields, but because that had been the year of 
his death. And now he is growing old all over again. 
Death has preserved him, brings him back to you exactly 
as he was before, while life is changing, you.
You tell the old man you dreamed once, a year maybe 
after he left for the last time, that the farm that had 
been across the street from your house had simply 
shrunken to miniature scale and that it now was under 
glass in a musuem on the west coast with a small brass 
plaque that read simply "Farm— Midwest." Your dreams 
were filled with trips across the plains and the moun­
tains, running along straight highways, your feet bare,
in
and when you came to the city where the museum was it was 
as if you were entering Oz, and the people led you to the 
doors of the museum where you would find the glass case 
with the farm from your youth and you would lift the far 
"buildings and tuck them under your arms and carry them
to your road where you would return the farm to its 
in the field and you would lay on your stomach and 
peer into the tiny windows at the porcelain faces of the 
man and the woman and you would wait for the farm to 
swell again to its former full size.
ihe old man ran a hand over his head as if he too 
had forgotten that he was merely a ghost or a dream.
hack
spot
/ou don t ask her to help you dream, knowing it 
would mean returning to your childhood, a time when 
dreaming was possible and when the world was parceled out 
between straight weedy fencelines. ("But that's exactly 
what you're asking. Don't you see. Your stories— you 
dream them.") You know you would have to be young again, 
when you could walk between the fields. She has become 
that solidity. ("I know I have no right to ask you 
anything. We have no promises. But I thought maybe out 
of friendship you could tell me.")
A square of yellow light, its sides slanted by the
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angle at which it is thrown in through the window, is 
cast on the wall above the bed. The shadows are from the 
weeds that grow outside the window, the light slanting 
down from the street-lamp in front Of the building.
She leans her back against the wall-just under the
square of yellow light, her legs drawn up tight to her
.
chest. ("I don't know what to tell you. I've been here
before. It isn't even a decision. I've just been
waiting, I don't know, for something. I don't know.")
But you have been here before too. You imagine everyone
has been here before. Everyone arrives at the same
place, does the same thing. ("The first time I had sex I 
was eighteen. Not fifteen, you know? And then, later, 
she said she had wanted to get pregnant. I don't know
either. I'm not saying there is a decision. I mean,
you're not her. We got the abortion. I guess I always 
imagine it would have been a girl. She'd be ten now.
But that's not really the point. The point is, here I am 
again.")
You remember being told by the old Chicano migrant 
that love has nothing to do with life; as if rain had 
something to do with water, he said. It's why you go 
back to him. You can't simply fill in the days from the
time you were ten until now. There are so many things
that don't matter. She pulls at her sleeves. ("Why is 
it that you want me to explain this? I didn't want to
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get pregnant. It's as if you want to keep me in a ‘box.") 
You know that there are times when you place moments like 
these on the top of a table like they are the contents of 
some pocket of your coat. You never expected her to 
believe any of it. But now you can't be sure which of 
them you thought this of. Who didn't expect this of?
Who has surprised you?
You spend the rest of the night watching the rain on 
the window, not talking much— she is careful not to touch 
you when she walks past your chair, goes to the stove, 
puts water on for tea. You say, ("You are this notion of 
then.") She pulls the bed out and unrolls it onto the 
floor. The lamp throws its light up toward the ceiling 
where it spreads out like a pool of milk.
She keeps her books in a case that fills one wall. 
The other walls of the room are bare except for the print 
of the nude, a bamboo mat that she has hung to darken the 
walls, and her name cut from a block of oak.
* * *
In the spring as soon as the ground thawed deeply 
enough the tractors moved into the fields and stirred the 
heavy wet earth, their plows turning black furrows and
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uncovering a layer of the past. These were the best 
times to wander the fields, your shoes growing heavy, 
laden with black clods of mud as if the soil was 
reclaiming you. Shards of glass and pottery would appear 
on the surface of the fields and bits and pieces of wire, 
old rusted hinges and even older sculpted stones and 
flinty bits of rock would be tiirned up to the top of the 
ground.
You cut across the fields from one fenceline to 
another, picking up the white bits of stone and 
inspecting them for smooth or chipped edges. You climbed 
the chestnut and looked out across the still cold and 
black fields trying first to imagine them a vast swamp, 
and then to see the lush green of the soy beans or corn 
that would blanket the fields in the months to come.
The wind chilled and dried your hands turning your 
knuckles red as you climbed down from the branches, and 
walked back along the straight fenceline.-
You watch her come up the alley, approach the heavy 
glass door below you that opens into the stairwell which
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climbs to your office. With the light in your office 
turned off you can watch the alley where the only move­
ment is the pigeons dropping from the roof, and no one 
knows you are here. Even with the light on, it is high 
enough that the people who pass by on the street at the 
mouth rarely look up to see the light in your window.
You realize that this is a false security, that your 
anonymity is as complete as this nearly anywhere in the 
city, but this perspective provides you a greater sense 
of control over the streets below.
But she has come to be the exception. She knows to 
look closely at the window, that the lack of a light does 
not always mean that you have gone. There is a 
persistence in the way you both allow for this 
uncertainty. You insist that neither of you keep a 
schedule. You resist the routine even as it is subtly 
established.
There have been days when you leave your office 
thinking to head home, to go two or so blocks up, then a 
few blocks over, remembering there is a square somewhere 
in this general direction where Chinese men practice Tai- 
chi and there is a place on the sidewalk where, if it 
isn't raining, a man sells very poor calligraphy, 
spreading it out on the ground so that people have to 
step around or over it and can't help but notice his 
lettering. You suspect he believes that the best way to
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sell his work is to spread it at people's feet.
This is the sort of place you might find her, having 
talked, some time in the past weeks, about Pollock or 
Cezanne and her point being that these painters, two of 
her favorites, and perhaps she would buy a large book of 
prints she had seen in the gallery of the museum, but 
about her point, that these painters, particularly 
Pollock, would have been excellent calligraphers, the 
bold strokes and the precision and all.
Or if you don't come upon her there, kneeling to 
talk to the man whose calligraphy was actually very bad, 
perhaps to console him and inevitably to buy a small 
scrap of brown paper with the words e pluribus unum 
scrawled in a black India ink to be used eventually for 
something, ("You think of something"), she would say 
something to playfully transfer the blame to you. ("It 
is actually awful, isn't it. It is your fault, after 
all, I never would have been there if you hadn't walked 
that way home. Why you lead me into these purchases I 
can't know.") Even if she isn’t there, it is always 
possible that she is farther down the street, looking in 
a window.
You walk these blocks out of your way, find the 
square and watch the men practicing their dance and 
wonder for a moment if they, but your attention is 
diverted to the drawings at your feet which you have been
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carefully stepping over without even noticing until you 
are almost past.
But instead, because you imagine too well this 
particular walk, the men and their dance, the poor calli­
graphy, she is tapping on the window of the Mediterranean 
Cafe at the head of the alley, waving a spoon at you, 
holding up a book and pointing to the title, perhaps 
anticipating the calligraphy man.
You go into the cafe. But when you ask her, as you 
are certain to ask just to make sure you aren’t mad, she 
doesn't remember the conversation about calligraphy, says 
that she wouldn't have said anything so trite about 
Pollock. ("You must have dreamt it.")
You tell her you haven't been sleeping, that you 
watch her sleep, and that you have noticed something 
about the way she falls asleep, something about her hands 
and the rest of her body as she falls asleep. ("So tell 
me. What is it. I know I don't talk, I would have heard 
by now.") And you would say something to change the 
subject away from your confession. ("You do. Loud 
enough to cause my insomnia.")
And in the meantime, because things are always 
happening around you, things magically appearing out of 
the air, a cup of coffee that you don't remember 
ordering, or a glass of wine, and then the window is 
streaked with rain, you find that the conversation has
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changed somehow to the men she saw in a square on Grant 
who were practicing Tai-chi and how none of them were 
really trying to he synchronized hut that they did appear 
to he in perfect unison, not mirrors of each other, hut 
more like wheels spinning in opposite hut connected 
directions.
like cogs, like water and a waterwheel, like fog and 
the coastline, watching people play chess, for every 
action a reaction, pehhles and ponds, things like that, 
you say. ("So you were there, too.")
And she says, ("But this was weeks ago. I thought I 
might see you there, thought you might he buying a roll 
and some tea at the stand on the corner there, thought I 
might bump into you there, would have been nice to find 
you there with your mouth full of blueberry muffin, 
something silly like that.") And you become less sure 
about the man and his rotten calligraphy spread out on 
the sidewalk. Maybe you are remembering the wrong 
square, entirely possible that you are talking about the 
same things but arriving at them from wholly different 
routes.
("We've been sleeping together as if nothing has 
changed.") You expect the conversation to return to 
this, it being the Mediterranean Cafe, you sitting in the 
window again, like the first time. But this time, not so 
sure, trying to remember if this wasn't planned, had you
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arranged to meet here?
You watch the rain for a while, talk about the 
shadows you cast when you make love.
But now she walks up the alley and you see that she 
does not even bother looking up at your window, that she 
somehow knows that you are here, waiting for her, waiting 
for some sign of what the next days will bring. She 
rarely says that it might be better if things had gone 
more slowly, but she also is careful to remind you that 
there is no commitment, you can always sleep apart again. 
("This is simply enough.") You never resist the idea of 
permanence, but you are careful not to ask her questions 
about the future. You predict nothing. She is equally 
careful not to talk about the past, as if she is keeping 
a door open for it to return. She doesn't talk often 
about previous lovers.
You watch her pull open the door almost directly 
below and as you wait to hear her footsteps climbing the 
last stairs to your floor you turn on the lamp and again 
your face and the room behind you are mirrored in the 
window. The shelves of books, the typewriter, the desk, 
all seem smaller as if the window were curved inward 
slightly, shrinking it all toward this particular moment.
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You wonder, as you hear her open the door at the end of 
the hall, whether you could ever find the focal point of 
this mirror. You know what you "both would find there, 
what she now is "bringing you.
You wonder if you could rediscover the exact moment 
you fell in love, the first time she said those same 
words, most certainly against her will and better judge­
ment. ("God, I didn't mean to say that. What do we do 
no w.") She laughs as she says it. ("No. Nothing to do. 
It's all over now. You said it, you can't take it back, 
and now we're doomed. Days of happiness, nights of sweet 
pleasure. What could be worse?")
But of course, inevitably, always happening the same 
way, something is changed. You could never find another 
way to say that you love her. Every time it comes out as 
if you are struggling to recreate that moment when you 
really felt it. But you wonder if anyone ever feels it 
the same after the first time.
You see her on the street, you don't know where you 
are, haven't been thinking of her any more than was 
usual, you could be thinking of her all the time, and you 
watch her walk, thinking of the way she weaves her way 
through the crowded sidewalk, not really seeming to 
notice anyone and yet it is as if she pulls a fine net
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behind her and is catching people up in it, or as if she 
passes a thread through a person's coat, or the sleeve of 
their jacket as she passes them and in this way is 
drawing them all to her.
You know that later she will unravel her day, will 
tell you with amazing precision the way a woman walked 
with her hand in a strand of pearls, or the face of a man 
who had suffered a stroke so that one side was slightly 
limp. She seems to be able to remember them all as if 
they were beads on the string of her day and could now be 
plucked off and dropped into a jar. And you are the one 
to hold that jar as she talks.
And when she stops at a window where ginseng roots 
are arranged on wooden boxes and look like small 
sculptures of men with their legs crossed and their arms 
folded, you come up beside her and lie to her that you 
could make a better tea.
She looks at you, as if you had interrupted a 
private soliloquy, as if you didn't belong here, not at 
this time. ("This game of labyrinths and strings you 
have devised is beginning to drag me down.") So that is 
it, and you can't blame her really.
("We've been together for months now.") And this 
time when she says it it is more nearly an accusation, as
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if that is time enough for this conspiracy against her. 
("I didn't plan to fall in love with you any more than I 
planned to get pregnant.") The light from the hall where 
she stands in the now open door is brighter than that in 
the office so that she appears to be silhouetted and so 
that you cannot make out the details of her face. Some­
how you think it might be important to see the expression 
of her face, the way her eyes are open and at what she 
looks, whether she looks straight at you or at some other 
spot in the office. You think if she is aware of the 
same possibilities, that you have become smaller here, 
the shape of the window might change, the desk might 
shrink, that you both are other people, it might change 
what she has to say, that she might have different news.
You know, though, the way she says these words, the 
way she talks about the time it has taken to arrive at 
this point, that she is again returning you to a realiza­
tion of the solidity of now. It is a moment when the 
city acquires defined edges, when the streets cease their 
undulations. She sweeps her hair back with one hand 
which she passes over her forehead catching the loose 
strands and bringing them together in the back, her 
movement caught still by the light behind her. ("What do 
we do now?") You say it as if you could give her any 
choice, as if it isn't already decided by all of the 
things you have never said to each other, as if you are
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capable of making it easier by offering what little you 
have to her, there in the palm of my hand, you think.
("I don't know.")
("I sit up here and imagine that I am writing my 
autobiography. I always thought I'd live longer, would 
have more to say.") Before she might have waited through 
these times, but today, and you wonder why it has to be 
this day in particular, what it is about this day that 
makes it different, but she says that today there is a 
sense that the moments which have led to this one have 
collided against one another like marbles inside a chalk 
circle, a geometry always invisible to you. You intend 
to diminish the pain she feels, but the realization has 
not come to you yet that the world has changed with one 
final glass click and will remain as it is, the gray 
heaviness of the sky reflected in the glass of the office 
window, the floors bare and cold, the desk again a gulf 
between you. You know that her face can only show the 
pain that is your child. ("I've never told you this, 
where I've been, what I've felt, because I never had the 
words and I never thought you would have the intuition to 
hear.") ("Yeah. And so it's done. I need to go home. 
I'm tired. I hurt. I think I'm going to be alone for a 
while.")
Crouching in the soft cool soil under the floor 
joists you watched for spiders and sensed that you were 
close to the treasure you believed was buried under your 
house. Everyone in town said that there had been an 
eccentric old man who lived here years ago and had hidden 
his hoarded money, locked in a box, somewhere in the 
crawlspace under the house that could be climbed into 
from the cellar.
The dirt under the house was a fine powder as if the 
dust from its hundred year stand had settled through the 
floors and piled softly and deeply like a dry brown 
constant snow. You let this fine soil sift through your 
fingers like talc. Every time the small dull spade you 
used to dig deeper holes struck some hard object buried 
in that dirt that had not seen light for over a hundred 
years, you believed you had struck the top of a wooden 
box.
You had seen it so many times that its dimensions 
were familiar to you, the grain of its wood, the smell of 
the cedar, the musty smell of its crinkled yellowed 
contents, the brass hinges, the brass plates at the 
corners.
Once, your trowel scraped against something and you 
pulled from the hole a solid object that caused your 
heart to jump into your throat at first but that you
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quickly realized was too small to be the box you sought. 
You brushed the dust away to reveal the smooth polished 
white surface of the skull of a cat, the lower jaw 
missing but the yellow teeth still embedded in the light 
airy bone of the upper skull. The eye sockets were 
hollow and the tiny lines a crossed squiggle across the 
of the small dome.
You, crouched there under the house in the dim light 
weakening flashlight, poked a small finger into the 
hole at the base of the cat's skull and felt the smooth 
underside of the cavity, the air inside that small space 
noticeably cooler than the air you breathed.
You carefully pawed through the soft soil in that 
same hole but found no other bone, not the spikey 
vertebrae nor the long thin femur nor the lower jaw. You 
left the skull there in the dust.
top
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She has always faced away from you. Just as when 
she sleeps, her back pressed against your chest, your 
body cupped around her, never protectively, always 
seeking warmth, your arm across her chest, your hand
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resting against her neck.
You feel, even as she stands in the doorway, 
■becoming more a shadow, more a silhouette, more your own 
creation, you feel the sudden movement in the night that 
you felt when you lay like that. The opening of her 
night to the first spasm of sleep, that quiet jerk, the 
twitch of her body is the opening through which dreams 
come on the wings of a bird. Nothing could be more 
intimate, you think, than to be there, holding her when 
her dreams arrived.
But it is that same opening, that same sudden move­
ment that closes you out. You cannot give that back to 
her, you do not sleep, cannot be a part of your own 
dream. This is the realization of your conforming ■ 
bodies. This is a movement that, if it could be shared, 
would bring you closer to her, closer to knowing her, 
than even simple love-making.
When you went to bed at night you laid your arms 
across your chest and allowed the cool air to chill them 
before pulling them under the heavy quilt. No matter 
what time of the year it was you listened for the cicada
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at night to buzz its wings into the night. The cicada 
was the overchord of the symphony of those moments before 
sleep and was the signal that you would need to plan your 
own dreaming.
As you had so often spent the money from the box you 
never found, so had you also watched the cicada unfold 
its new wings from the dry and brittle shell of its 
former self. You followed the whining of those early 
summer nights as if you might track down the future. But 
every time you imagined what was to come, it never came.
Still you imagined that there would be a time when 
what you predicted for yourself would happen, that your 
own planning would collapse onto you like the walls of a 
house on fire. You still anticipated the moment when you 
walked the fenceline dragging a stick and you came to the 
chestnut tree and there on its trunk, attached to the 
rough bark, you would find the cicada, a small crack 
forming along its back and widening to a split in its 
skin. Its delicate legs flexing in convulsions of its 
metamorphosis, the skin hardening and drying and becoming 
brown and lifeless and there under that now almost 
perfectly rigid surface a life stirring, a green eye 
swiveling.
And you would see the split rupture further and the 
insect arch its back against its former self and begin to 
emerge anew. And you would watch as the cicada turned
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itself inside out, crawling out from its own skin and 
resting on its now unfamiliar body as if it were 
straddling its own three dimensional shadow. You would 
watch the wings stretch and dry in the dying light of the 
evening. And you would see it begin to rub those new 
wings together and bring to life a soft but growing buzz. 
You would watch the vibrations grow and shimmer through 
its body and the air would be filled by its rolling 
whirr. And then you would watch it fly off and become a 
speck among the leaves of the trees.
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She has gone home— you are working at leaving her, 
giving space, walking, and you have bought roses. You 
must have come upon a flower stand, somewhere earlier, 
back a few blocks or more. You have been clutching them 
in your hand for some time, the soft green paper is 
crushed in your hand. You can't be sure if you even like 
roses; you look at them and decide that roses are all 
right, nothing very special or unique about them,
("They're just flowers.") They smell like honey.
But it is raining and you can smell the park, you 
can imagine the animals there, behind their fences, 
pawin-g the ground, chewing at the ground, maybe talking 
in the rain, gazing into each others' eyes the way 
animals do.
The streets disentangle as if a thread unraveling.
You walk: around corners and past granite and soap stone
to a square in the district where the street musicians
seem to retire at the end of their night of playing to
distracted crowds.
And you find the same cellist, as you knew you
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would, what else would there be when all of this is 
yours, without pondering the possibilities of recurrence, 
likelihood that a dream can be repeated night after 
night, that a path can look the same after months of 
change, of weeds growing, that the music can still be the 
same. His cello is still damp and swollen from the rain, 
and you are sure that those fingers could bleed over the 
back of a lover as they trip along the ridge of a 
delicate spine.
While you stand, listening to the brooding of the 
cello, you see the child's body, half-buried in the thick 
crust of river ice— the frozen river of February— the 
face below the surface still exposed to the slowly 
freezing water. There are no rivers in this city— they 
wouldn't freeze. So it is a farmland river, a midwestern 
freeze. Her neck and shoulders are locked into the ice.
You leave the flowers, thinking, like one who sleeps 
with the windows always closed, deaf to the tappings of 
the bird's wings, mute when the questions are asked, 
perhaps, never quite sure, you might be making it up to 
her, that she might be watching. And the way you 
remember it is the same way you might say it. With 
apologies. ("I'm sorry.") An echo.
You walk.
The streets are cold. Cars hiss by, raising oily 
mist. You believe you could walk like this across the
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city— up from the hay, through Chinatown, through the 
park, to the ocean.
You follow a man who is missing the two small 
fingers from his left hand. You know it even though he 
is wearing black leather gloves, the type you might wear 
for the rain if you could imagine a rain this cold, as 
cold as this rain. His missing fingers are evident from 
the way the leather hangs limp and flaps slightly as he 
walks and you wonder why he doesn't stuff tissue into the 
empty fingers to at least simulate, to at least give the 
suggestion that he has fingers there, or fold the leather 
against the palm like the people you have seen with their 
sleeves pressed and pinned neatly to their shirts.
. He works his way up the steep angle of the street; 
you, naturally, cannot remember its name. Perhaps named 
after a state: Oregon, Michigan, California, Delaware.
He is well dressed and walks with a certain deliberate 
heaviness of his heels, made more notable by the steep­
ness of the street.
He turns a corner, and you think: it is like him to 
turn a corner, step out of your vision, there, ahead of 
you, so that you won't know where he goes these nights. 
When you reach the corner you find that he has entered an 
alley and has disappeared into some doorway, the rear 
entrance to a club, or a restaurant.
You lean against the sandstone building, not wanting
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the rain to trickle down your "back. You wipe your fore­
head .
A man pulls long hard drags from a limp cigarette, 
sits with his knees drawn tightly against his chest, his 
hare feet in an oily puddle. A woman passes you, drops 
her cigarette onto the sidewalk a few feet from you and 
you notice it smoldering there, burning for a moment, as 
if immune to the rain.
* * *
You sit on the edge of a small bed, leaning forward 
so as not to tumble back into the sagging mattress, the 
squeaking springs. There is one black blanket, clean and 
wool. The walls of the shanty are also clean, bare, 
scrubbed almost to the plaster in spots. You have seen 
the old man in here sweeping, or standing in the doorway, 
squinting through a brown cloud of dust, a broom in his 
hand.
Even though he knows you come every week, sometimes 
twice, he still seems surprised to see you— as if he had 
forgotten about the crawdads.
But this day you sit on the edge of his bed, 
realizing that he is going blind, that he has been
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surprised only because he can't see you coming from the 
distance. You sit and wait for him to pull out his glass 
box of pennies.
You look around the room and notice that everything 
is always the same, nothing is moved— the box of pennies 
is always on the shelf next to his old radio. He pulls 
out his pocket watch, turns it slowly in his hands, winds 
it carefully, places it on the shelf. He has never 
seemed to hear you when you have asked why he still winds 
a watch that you have never seen keeping time.
Instead, he uses the mention of time to talk about 
seasons turning inside out, spring coming in October, 
days being misplaced. He says that in the town where he 
grew up people lost whole years. He had known a woman 
who skipped old age, decided to die when she was still a 
young woman.
It seemed to make sense— you could never imagine him 
as a boy.
* * V
There is a woman who has passed you. The sharp 
tapping of her footsteps. The shiny red of her now slick 
plastic raincoat hanging to the back of her knees. The
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exact same red on her fingernails. She has a nervous 
tick, a flick of the nail of her middle finger against 
the nail of her thumb, a minute click, click, click, 
click that is synchronized with her steps.
It’s not that you can actually hear the clicking of 
her nails, but you can imagine the sharp sound that they 
would make, it would be a brittle click, you can see that 
she can hear what she is doing, because she would be 
listening. And because you can imagine the clicking of 
her nails, you can also imagine her voice and the way she 
presses a tea bag between two spoons.
She turns the corner, to the west you think, you 
can't be sure, and because the street levels off, in fact 
goes back downhill slightly, she quickens her pace.
The rain has condensed, you notice, falls now in 
large heavy drops. It has a smell of tobacco and sand, 
electricity. You look up into it, let it splash against 
your face, feel it hit your closed eyelids. You can 
almost feel the flashes of searing white light with every 
drop that hits your skin, as if the lightning shot 
through your body on its way to the clouds.
You imagine the small thick arms above the child's 
head, and the perfect hands— those fine delicate lines on 
the backs of the knuckles, the tiny nails like glass.
*
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When you hopped off your "bike, laid it on its side 
in the grass on the shoulder, slid down the "bank of the 
ditch, grabbed a stick, and poked it into the mud inches 
away from the half retracted head of the snapping turtle, 
the spoked wheels kept spinning, gradually growing 
slower. When you scrambled back up the bank, lifted your 
bike, the wheels would still be spinning.
And later, when the old Chicano had finally gone 
blind, no longer came to live in the shanty during the 
picking season, would this same luck hold? Whose magic?
* * *
But here, on the street, the sidewalk undulates 
under your feet, the cracks in the cement are wide, 
filled with oily dirt and cigarette butts. Maybe you 
would stoop to pick out the longer, fuller butts, place 
them one at a time in the cup of your hand until you had 
ten, twelve. And maybe, this is where you have come, 
maybe you would sq_uat over the iron grating out of which 
pours hot air smelling like lint, and you would slowly 
unravel each butt and empty the tobacco into your hand.
And if you could do this, your hair already wet and 
plastered to your scalp, your hands already red from the 
cold, if you could come this far you could hold the damp 
dark tobacco in your palm and wait for the warm air to 
dry it.
You could, it is possible, likely, wait for the 
small pile of tobacco to dry and then you could roll a 
new cigarette between your thumb and forefingers, 
desperate not to lose any of your gleaning.
If you could do this you could die. You are just as 
likely to realize that you have been standing in the rain 
that again falls as if a constant mist, a light but 
relentless spray, on the street, on a corner near the 
park— you can smell the trees, hear the breathing of 
young couples, see the wrought iron street lamps, the 
amphitheatre, the stones piled under blooming tulip 
trees— your face is wet and salty, and you have been 
watching a withered old woman do this, unwrap the butts, 
pour out the tobacco, all the rest.
Or a young man, or you again, or the old woman.
The park, the sunshine, the streetlamps, the tulip 
trees.
The sidewalk, the rain, red fingernails, the old 
woman, a girlish figure, the young man, tapping on the 
sidewalk. Tobacco, red fingernails, tapping, the side­
walk. Cracks, rainwater, butts, tobacco, the old woman,
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tapping. Rainwater, the sidewalk, you, the old woman, 
tapping, rainwater.
* * *
The first time you had sex you were eighteen. It 
was after a football game, in a van, pulled off the road. 
It was during the first snow of the year, October. In 
February the rivers were frozen. Five years after the 
last time you saw the old Chicano.
He had predicted, years before, that there would be 
three disappearences in your life. The train had been 
the first. The farm across the road had been second.
You thought perhaps the summer he did not come back to 
the shanties was the third. But he never predicted his 
own disappearence. Whenever you wanted his face, you 
simply brought it up before your eyes. He wasn't gone.
* * *
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You have "been standing here in the rain, the soft 
mist of the rain, for some time, remembering a single 
tree under a glass case, or it would be that you would 
crouch down away from the cold, or that you would walk. 
Yes, it would be that you would walk again. A single 
thread hangs from the sleeve of a tweed jacket, the heels 
are worn on the outside edges. Footprints on the wet 
sidewalk.
She says that she doesn't understand a person who 
doesn't dream. You say that it is more than insomnia.
You watch her fall asleep, the first clutching of her 
body, the sudden shudder as she drops off the edge. ("I 
love you.") ("No one is to blame here. We're sorry, but 
we go on. We'll do whatever's next.")
You are near the park, you smelled it before, this 
man should be carrying a cane with an ivory handle and a 
silver tip, but that would be too perfect: the park, the 
cane, the rounded heels. He might have a black umbrella; 
his neck would be dry. The thread that hangs from the 
sleeve of his tweed jacket is an oversight, a mistake. 
When he is finished with this walk he will clip it off.
You have been walking along a street that borders 
the park. You can smell the grass.
He turns abruptly, you have been smelling the grass, 
and passes through a Victorian gate. Naturally, because 
of his tweed jacket, it is so easy. And you, you would
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walk on, a couple passing through the stone gate into the 
park across the street.
And they should have a litany, there should be a 
cadence to their walk, or they would walk slowly, 
relishing. His thumb moves slowly across her knuckles. 
And this is a love making. This could have been it all 
along, moving a thumb across her knuckles, slowly, 
repeat, moving a thumb across her knuckles. This move­
ment could be it, she falls asleep and you watch her hand 
as the fingers twitch, just slightly, as if she were 
playing an instrument at the start of her dream.
And here now it is, he moves his thumb across her 
knuckles. Are their palms damp? Does he bleed when they 
make love, running his hand, this same hand, along the 
ridge of her spine? The rain and the smell of the tulip 
trees. They wouldn't wear hats, and it isn't raining so 
much now.
They walk into the park, leaving the street behind, 
follow a small path, a cinder lane and the leaves that 
have fallen here are plastered to the sidewalk. If you 
had made love, were still damp from her, could still feel 
her around you, you could also still smell the sex and it 
would smell like this. The tulip trees, the damp leaves, 
the grass, the light from the streetlamps.
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If you had made love, were still damp from her, you 
could say that you were leaving her apartment. ("We may 
have an entire love affair. We may surprise ourselves. 
But now you should go.") And you could leave, could say 
you were leaving, and you could go back. And that could 
be the start of it.
Or she might be afraid, talks to you from the other 
side of the room, curled up and leaning against the wall, 
her legs pulled to her chest, her hands clasping and 
unclasping, pulling at her sleeves. She tries not to .
look at you when she speaks, reminds you of her
pregnancy.
As if you were baggage, as if ("You would almost 
rather I wasn't a part of this.") you were only extra 
weight. And, of course, it could be simpler, you really 
couldn't be a part, you were just there, imagining you 
were imagining it. So you could hold the door, could do 
everything, it would all be the same. It was still her 
body.
You watch her fall asleep, feel her body shudder, 
nothing could be like that, nothing else between two
people so intimate as the dreaming.
You cup her, your face in her hair, her back pressed 
against your chest, your thighs against the backs of her 
thighs. She faces away from you, ready, you somehow
might protect, border what she can't see because it is 
behind her.
And later you stand, she still sleeps, you smell the 
sex on your skin, in your clothes as you get ready to 
leave.
And on the street, you would follow, as if you could 
recapture the smell, the light on the walls, the sweater 
across the back of a straight chair. Her voice, the 
sudden movement of her body.
But here in the office, the lamp turned on, the 
window reflects you, the desk, the shelves, the 
typewriter, the small day bed. Five floors up, the back 
end of an alley, the Cafe Mediterranean, the pigeons, and 
all you do is watch the reflection in the window and 
wait.
* * *
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The old Chicano used a stick as he went blind. The 
third summer, the fourth summer. He hadn't noticed that 
his pocket watch had stopped because it had been years 
since he had been able to read it. His hands grew 
callous to the pincers of the crawdads and he plunged 
them into the buckets to feel the water, to reach to the
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bottom and rub the fine silt there between his thumb and 
forefinger to feel how clean the water was becoming. He 
used a stick to tap on the sides of the buckets to listen 
to the level of the water.
When he looked at you with yellowing eyes he made 
you feel that he could see you clearly, that he could 
look into you and see beyond you, that his predictions 
came from the clarity of his sight.
But when he told you he was going blind, the third 
summer, the fourth summer, he also told you that he 
didn't know a thing about the future.
* * *
Strange that you remember this now, that this ghost 
is blind and that he once told you not to believe in 
magic. If you cannot believe in the past, you must 
believe in the present. But this present? That is the 
question to ask. Can this be the way?
You sit in your office, as you have done so often 
for so long, but now with the lamp turned off, waiting 
for the ghosts of your past to remind you of something, 
the old Chicano standing in the doorway with the light 
from the hallway framing him, creating a shadow of the
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man, and as he lets the smoke curl up from the cigarette 
that burns close to his fingers, you think it all might 
be better somehow, might make more sense to someone, if 
this love could take place on the wide steps of a villa, 
chameleons sunning themselves on the ballustrades, the 
sun hotter there and closer to the ground, causing it to 
ripple and swim in the heat and humidity, and the names 
for things might be different.
The Chicano seems to look at you as if he expected 
to find you here, as if he knew all along he would see 
you grown long after he himself had died. His face now 
reflects your search, and suggests love might be another 
word for butter and sex only a game for small children 
played with sticks, fresh cut grass, the moon as the 
target for the arrows of their eyes. Perhaps here too, 
like the midwest of your youth, the small yellow birds 
come from heaven to deliver dreams, the dreams clutched 
in their tiny beaks so they cannot sing. For to sing 
would be to release these dreams into the night, and 
there is a dilemma in an air filled with dreams not yet 
dreamt. So the nights are quiet there, and people sleep 
with their windows open. For to bar these small birds of 
the night is to go dreamless, and to not dream is to 
invite craziness into your bed. What do they wish for?
You wonder where it all has gone, when you lost this 
sense of yourself, when the final tree fell, and later as
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you walk through this city at the end of your migration, 
this city of hills and angular streets, you wish she 
could pull at the strings still attached to your heart as 
if she could cause your own legs to lift and drop, to 
dangle like those of a puppet. The night has no more 
accepted you than she has.
This night is like all the others, nights flow like 
a faucet left to run, becoming a pool of nights where 
this walk’ is like a spiraling into yourself, the only 
fluid movement left of your life. Like so many times 
before you would be drawn into the heart of the park as 
if you believed in fate. You shuffle your feet through 
wet leaves. The light from archaic lamps falls like the 
mist from the fluted glass globes yellowed by time and 
the powder of the wings of a million moths. The actual 
mist, the rain, beads the grass at either edge of the 
sidewalk, a field of minute pearls.
You would then be standing at the back of an amphi­
theater. The empty stone benches are sculpted in Greek 
curves. You walk down the aisle between the rows of 
cement, the steps cracked and worn, a flattened paper cup 
slides across the mottled concrete at your feet and you 
realize it is all simple artifice— the Greek here is' 
poured concrete from the time of the CCC.
You sit several rows back from the stage as if to 
believe in yourself as audience to your life you could
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approve of your time with applause, like this, or could 
dismiss yourself with the wave of a hand and a yawn.
The perfect hands are frozen into the ice so that 
only the hacks remain above the surface. The small 
hollow of the lower back, the round pallid butt and the 
backs of the fat thighs, exposed totally to the cold air 
and smudged now with the grease of animals that have 
stolen past, coming near to sniff and then to retreat 
from the vaguely human odor, that infant skin graying, 
spoiled prematurely by the dust and soot of cars that 
pass, have passed for days above the bank, their tires 
hissing and scattering gravel and salt.
This is your child huddling in its fetal curl, face 
down as if it were rolled onto its stomach, discarded.
This is the child you gave up, its feet locked into the 
ice of a stagnant winter river, and as the wind enters 
your body through your ears, you come to know with a 
frigid certainty that there will be no spring this year, 
that days have been misplaced or burned away, and that 
the people, like you, have walked this street and have 
failed to notice the small naked body in the ice.
You want to believe that it is because it is hidden 
from view by the brush and weeds of the dead bank, and 
when the next person passes, you will wait, you will 
point and ask, but you know now, long before the next 
person comes along shuffling, that no one has seen this
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frozen child because it is yours, sprang from you, to be 
lost to the shuffling of your own feet. Your child's 
face lies forever hidden from view, just there below the 
ice, the water silently passing its eyes. And you 
imagine asking her, "Are they open? And what color?" 
Instead you hear the woman's voice as if you dream it.
("No one will see this child of ours.")
You would never say any of these words out loud as 
if giving voice to a thing could be to create a crystal 
truth that could in turn be shattered by the tap of 
another word. She said. You said. Conversation 
tinkling into a thin layer of slivers of glass:
"I don't share your sense of destiny," you said.
"So choose to believe in something else," she said.
"You can do it," she said.
"You mostly live in your head anyway," she said.
She would never beliqve, you for whom this is all a 
reflection in the window, you come here without thinking 
of her, are not retreating from her, are more frightened 
of being alone than of being with her. She would not 
smell the tulip trees the way you smell them, she would 
breathe deeply, making it an occasion.
But you walk along the fence under those trees and 
it is as though the odor is around you, has penetrated 
your skin like the odor of sex once did. The tulip
trees, the fence. There is no one ahead of you now.
You walk along the chain link fence, drag your hand 
along the top bar which is only chest high, but the 
ground is uneven here, rolls under your feet so that as 
you look behind you you see that the fence dips and 
rises, and ahead of you the fence waves and rolls. It 
stretches straight ahead of you without seeming to end.
But these are tulip trees.
And on the other side of the fence there is a muddy 
field, a ragged grassy slope, eucalyptus trees, huge 
rhododendrons. A small herd of buffalo in an open 
pasture, shellacked by the rain. They murmur to each 
other, converse about the rain, stare at the ground with 
their milky red eyes. And the peacocks are talking aboiit 
their days in the zoo. You pull your collar tight 
against your neck, there was a time when you let the cold 
water trickle down your back, and you stuff your hands 
into the pockets of your jacket and the llama just stands 
there listening to the buffalo and the peacocks and you 
notice that your pants have been wet for some time, that 
they hang like wet metal against your legs, and that your 
shoes are soaked and that you have no socks on. How 
could you remember all of this, to do all of this, and 
still not remember to wear socks when you go out in the 
rain? Your feet would be cold.
Watching the window, you imagine the pigeon dropping
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■toward the street, off toward the park. It is still 
raining.
Because even if she did come to your office, even if 
you could induce a procession of events, she still would 
not he able to tell you where the museum is. There would 
be other considerations, she would have more on her mind 
than just this. The river would freeze in February all 
over again. It would be up to you.
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